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The citizens need help
Many students of public administration have claimed, as rationale for the field, that the
Prince, the President, the Legislator or the Ruling Class needs help. In contrast, John Gaus
argued that it is the citizens who need help.1 From the latter perspective, the questions
become, under what conditions is it likely that administration will provide help in democratic
settings where legitimate government depends on popular consent? To help citizens
effectively, does it make any difference how public administration, and in particular the
relations between administrators and citizens are organized?
Gaus places public administration in a larger political setting, as a core institution of
democratic government. A theory of administration also has to be a theory of politics. The
support of public opinion is essential. The purposes and methods of administration should be
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derived from citizens and the whole body of citizens should have ultimate control. Good
government depends upon the quality of organization, and a theory of administrative
organization should specify what the proper role of citizens should be, and how relations
between citizens and administration can best be organized.2
Gaus embraces the idea of citizens’ direct participation in administrative processes, but also
concludes that citizens need qualified persons acting on their behalf. Specifying their proper
roles, one should avoid unrealistic assumptions about both citizens and administrators.
Transfer of discretionary power to administration is inevitable, yet it is problematic to make
administrators act with integrity and competence as agents of citizens. The citizen’s role also
has to be reduced to manageable proportions, taking into account the limited capacity and
motivation citizens have to perform civic functions. When administrative processes involve
more than the implementation of pre-determined objectives and rules, it can also be difficult
to identify the popular will. Mass opinion is often ignorant, unengaged, ambiguous or
divided. While citizens express distrust in government, they steadily heap more tasks upon it.3
Public administration has to adapt to citizens’ “confusing shifts in the use of government”.4
Gaus’ view of citizens and administrators is developmental. Human actors are malleable,
administration is a process of education and civic minded, public spirited identities are
developed through experience. The professional and personal attitudes of individual
administrators have to be encouraged and citizens need to understand the purposes and
methods of government through taking part in common affairs.5 In his developmental
perspective, however, Gaus observes a possible double lag: in the adjustment of
administrative institutions to societal changes and in the adjustment of administrative theory
to administrative practice. He also observes legitimate (short term) non-adaptation, because
administration has a constitutional role in protecting citizens.6
Gaus argues that the task of the academic discipline is to identify, describe and analyze
important developments that public administration faces and constantly redefine the field in
the light of new experiences. Understanding the conditions under which administration
adapts, or fails to adapt, to changing circumstances and shifting public opinion, requires first
hand observation of government in action. Important developments can best be observed at
sites and in eras where established institutions are disintegrating. Scholars are advised to
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observe the search for new institutions to replace decaying or overthrown ones, and the
development of workable explanations of citizens’ relation to institutions. The discipline
should avoid “arrogant generalization” and aspire “to put together a tentative, working
hypothesis of government to set alongside the older ones”.7
These Gausian assumptions and advices provide the frame of the paper. First, two visions of
how citizens can be better helped are outlined. Second, some recent lessons of administrative
reform are sketched. Third, the dynamics of administrative success criteria and trust are
discussed. Finally, public administration’s search for theoretical foundations is revisited. The
paper portrays administration, understood as a type of activity, an institutional arrangement
and a set of actors, as a significant political phenomenon. It argues that there is (a) no best
way of organizing public administration, always most helpful for citizens; (b) no dominant
trend, or convergence into a single functionally and normatively superior form; and (c) no
specific set of assumptions about administrative actors, structures and processes of change
that is more fruitful than all other assumptions under all conditions. The challenge facing the
discipline is to identify a limited number of actor, structure and process models and identify
their scope conditions, prerequisites and interplay.

Visions of effective help
The direction in which Gaus pointed the discipline has become increasingly relevant due to a
shift in international reform debates since the late 1970s. What started as a criticism of
“bureaucracy” and its inefficient, costly and rigid internal organization and operations, has
moved to a criticism of the external organization and the place of administration in the
political and societal order. Along the way, criticism has developed into a debate about bigger
issues: the possibility and desirability of government shaping society; the power balance
between institutions and between actors; and the relevance and functionality of jurisdictional
boundaries, including those of the territorial state.
Democracies have been rethinking how to govern themselves and administrative reform has
been caught up in debates about constitutional reform. Verwaltungspolitik has become part of
Verfassungspolitik. On both sides of the Atlantic, key arguments in this debate have been that
the “traditional” way of governing society is outmoded and that existing instruments of
administration are ill-suited to cope with the tasks and circumstances faced. The democratic
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quality of government has been seen as problematic and the reputation of, and confidence in,
government has been seen in need of being restored.8
THE TARGET OF CRITICISM AND TWO VISIONS OF IMPROVEMENT. Reform needs in
public administration have been interpreted by means of three generic diagnoses and
prescriptions with roots in respectively public law, market economics and democratic politics.
Here, the focus is on how effective help is assumed to depend on the organization of public
administration and the interaction of administrators and citizens.
The target of criticism is the “classical” weberian bureaucracy or “Old Public
Administration” rooted in continental European public law and the territorial state as a
sovereign and autonomous legal entity of its own. The defining activity is implementation of
the law. Legitimacy is based on the idea that tasks are technical and problem solving in
nature: to identify a logically correct solution by interpreting rules and facts, or by applying
expert causal knowledge to achieve pre-determined objectives. Will formation is exogenous
to administration. The institutional core is the merit-based bureaucracy serving as a tool of
higher authority - elected leaders, constitutional principles and professional standards.
Binding authority within a specified jurisdiction is claimed through a fourfold rule-bound
hierarchical relation of command: between citizens and elected representatives, democratic
legislation and administration, within administration, and between administration and citizens
as subjects.9
Citizens then are both authors and subjects of law. Administrators are rule-driven, neutral
agents acting with integrity on the basis of principles, methods, codes of appropriate
conduct and a public service ethos.10 Key values are reliability, consistency, predictability,
accountability and insulation from special interests and graft. Administrative dynamics are
governed by legislators or courts. Moreover, public administration is also the guardian of
foundational principles, such as the rule of law and due process, legitimating nonadaptation.
Two reform claims have had a prominent role in international debates since the end of the
1970s. One vision of how citizens can be better helped assumes a paradigmatic shift “from
Old Public Administration to New Public Management”.11 A second (and partly overlapping)
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vision assumes a shift from hierarchical government to a new mode of network governance –
“Governance without Government” among and within states.12
“New Public Management”, rooted in market economics and private management,13 presents
a global diagnosis and prescription: a centrally organized and rule-bound public
administration is outdated and NPM represents an “inevitable shift” toward a more advanced
administration.14 Management by command is replaced by management by result, contract,
decentralization, deregulation, commercialization and competition.15 The defining activity is
service provision with legitimacy based on substantive performance and cost efficiency rather
than compliance with formal rules. The special nature of the public sector is denied. NPM
builds on values, concepts and experiences drawn from the private sector and the institutional
centerpiece is a replica of the private firm in competitive markets.
All participants are self-interested actors governed by price and incentive. Managers have
wide operational discretion and hands-off relations to ministries.16 The population is a
collection of customers focused on individual benefits. They have primarily a commercial
rather than a political relationship to government. Customers can also have greater leverage
than citizens, implying a fundamental transformation in relations between governors and
governed.17 Self-interested behavior and competition are assumed to improve efficiency and
adaptability. Change follows from efficient adaptation to environmental dictates, including
customers’ demands, or from competitive selection. Superior organizational forms are
believed to surface in a system characterized by diversity, overlapping units and competition.
Network governance reforms, like NPM, diagnose and prescribe a move away from
hierarchical government. Networks between government and society are assumed to increase
in number and importance and a world of networks is emerging.18 The defining activity of
administration is a political process of building support and mobilizing resources.
Cooperation takes the form of common problem solving with regard to objective challenges
society faces and involves conflict resolution. The legitimacy of networks is based on the
acceptability of both the processes used and the substantive outcomes achieved.
The institutional characteristics of a “network” are less agreed-upon than those of “hierarchy”
and “market”, but most versions of network governance describe a configuration of voluntary
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interdependent public and private actors involved in partnerships and joint ventures.
Coordination takes place without a dominant center imposing a structure of hierarchical
authority in the service of a pre-determined objective.19 Participants with different
motivations and resources are involved in bargaining, deliberation and appeals to common
norms. They have to convince and motivate each other. The reach of public administration is
expanded but neither elected leaders nor administrators can expect to exercise command or
compel compliance by virtue of their formal position. Dichotomies such as state-society,
public-private, politics-administration and expert-layman become obscure.20
Actors are (possibly) self-reflective and interaction and experiences can lead to the learning
of new preferences and identities. The democratic quality of a network depends on the
knowledge of participants and to what extent the network involves bargaining among
powerful stakeholders or free deliberation among all affected citizens, voluntary associations
and public institutions.21 The organization of administration reflects constellations of power
in society. Administrative dynamics, including a fragmentation of the institutions of
government, reflect changing power-relations and attempts to change existing power balances
in society.22 An implication is that elected officials and administrative managers are likely to
have a limited capacity to deliberately design and reform administration.
PARTIAL PRESCRIPTIONS, AND NOT SO NEW. How likely are these reform visions to
give effective help to citizens? There are good reasons to doubt that any of them will provide
a panacea to the perceived malaise of public administration and democratic government.
First, both reform visions, as well as the weberian bureaucratic prescription, assume a single
set of principles for organizing public administration is functionally and normatively superior
and that over time one form will replace the others and result in convergence. This view
contrasts with the observation that administrative practice and theoretical ideas have been
closely linked to the territory, borders, institutions, history and culture of specific nation
states. Administrations with different identities and experiences have been called the “solid
bedrock for nationalism”.23 Long, strong and varied institutional histories, with different
trajectories of state- and nation-building, provide an institutional context that produces variations
in the motivation and capability for institutional change and counteracts global or European
convergence.24
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Actually, what are presented as universal prescriptions for public administration are partial,
time- and space-bound interpretations. Each perspective highlights specific components of the
system of administration found in democratic polities, reflects a development in a specific
time period, or is associated with a particular reform ideology. What is the institutional
centerpiece in one order or reform ideology is an auxiliary institution in other orders and
ideologies.
Secondly, the newness of the core ideas of the “new” perspectives is overdone. For example,
the functionality of the state has always depended on non-hierarchical techniques of
administration and the avoidance of command and force.25 The horror stories of lazy,
inhumane or powerful bureaucracies turning their political masters into dilettantes have been
around for some time. Likewise, the tension between a legal-bureaucratic and a marketmanagerial approach to public administration, or the propagation of private business
administration as an exemplary model for the public sector, is hardly new.26 Interdependencies
and networks in the government-society interface are also well known, and have been described
for several European countries.27 In brief, many reform proposals are “repackaged versions of
ideas that have been in public administration since its beginnings”.28 “New” approaches
frequently rehash old ideas while the fundamental issues remain remarkably stable.29
Furthermore, complaints about public administration have not disappeared after decades of
reform, suggesting that reformers have not been completely successful.30 A possible
consequence is that the weaknesses of the “new” perspectives will be rediscovered. Stories
about bureaucratic failure will be supplemented with studies of how the use of markets and
prices in public administration may create political and social inequality and unrest, rather
than help citizens. Studies of public-private networks may come to highlight accountability
problems and how insight, access and influence are skewed among participants, how
administration may be co-opting affected groups and organized interest may capture public
agencies. Traces of such cyclical patterns in diagnosis and prescription can already be
discerned.
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Recent developments and lessons
Where, then, can the most recent administrative developments be located? In which settings
are core institutions and interpretations challenged and new ones emerging? Where can
empirical observations be made that illuminate not only changes in a specific setting but also
contribute to an improved general understanding of the functioning and dynamics of public
administration? These issues are considered, first, by attending to changes in the diagnoses
and prescriptions given by two major advocates of public sector reform - the World Bank and
the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD); and secondly, by
attending to some research findings from two key reform sites - a United States metropolitan
area and the European Union.
REDISCOVERING HISTORICAL-INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT. The OECD and the World
Bank are important institutions for diffusing administrative reform ideas. Although there have
been competing projects, the cluster of ideas that dominated the OECD made the organization
“a hothouse for reformist economists” during the 1980s and 1990s.31 A core assumption was
that public administration had to adapt to a globalized economy in order to serve the economy
better, improve international competitiveness, arrest national decline, and reduce fiscal stress,
budget deficits and public debt.32
Reports from the World Bank also argued that a paradigmatic shift was needed, from a
centralized, hierarchical, rule-driven administration to management and markets. The reform
was presented as a generic medicine. Reformers insisted that they knew what had to be done:
“The problem is not that one does not know what to recommend; on the contrary, the goals and
instruments are clear. But governments continue to have difficulties implementing PSM (public sector
management) reform. The quandary is that sociopolitical and bureaucratic obstacles in each country
impede or block the implementation of good practices”.33

In recent years, the belief in a universal cure has weakened. The World Bank - partly based on
experiences with system breakdowns and weak, inefficient, illegitimate and unstable “quasi
states” in developing countries34 - expresses the need for in-depth understanding of the
specific situation in individual countries. Few answers are right under all circumstances and
no single imported recipe will do. Administrative reform must be matched carefully with the
needs, traditions and resources of each political system.35
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Even when it is observed that OECD countries cope with similar problems and share a repertoire
of responses, it is (sometimes) argued that each country faces its own policy challenges, unique
history, constitutional and political systems and cultural and social circumstances. Therefore,
there is no single model for effective public management.36 The impact of competition among
overlapping, quasi-autonomous agencies with wide discretion for managers is now seen as
also involving problems. For example, a recent OECD report is concerned, not with how such
forms spur innovation and adaptation and improve performance, but with how to ensure
political coordination, policy consistency and a coherent public service; how to develop less
ambiguous roles and responsibilities and guarantee political accountability; and how to
protect the public interest when highly political questions such as food safety and radioactive
waste are left to autonomous experts in autonomous agencies.37
In sum, the two institutions have, to some degree, re-learned the old lesson of the importance
of historical-institutional context. “Good administration” hinges on context dependent
purposes, values, interests, capabilities and institutional traditions.38 Citizens in different
contexts are likely to expect different things from government and be differently able and
willing to provide administration with resources.
FUNCTIONAL ADAPTATION ACROSS JURISDICTIONAL BOUNDARIES. A key type of
problem targeted in the two reform visions is bureaucratic rigidity and resistance to change:
an administration lacking initiative, unable or unwilling to improve performance by adapting
to new circumstances. Consistent with American tradition, with reform ideas rooted in the big
cities,39 George Frederickson, in his Gaus-lecture, argued that the US metropolitan area is a
splendid site for understanding the changes underway in the wider context of public
administration and the best empirical referent for developing theory about administration.40
In Frederickson’s study of Kansas City metropolitan area, key characteristics of the
administrative context are found to be: high interdependency, fuzzy borders, declining
salience of formal jurisdictions and a significant erosion of the capability of dealing with
social and economic issues within a single jurisdiction. Many problems transcend individual
jurisdictional boundaries and important decisions that affect the represented are not controlled
by those who represent them. A special system for problem solving and coordination has
developed as a response. Networks of administrative units have evolved across jurisdictions.
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Functional specialists are key actors and linchpins, and legitimacy is based on professional
claims to neutral expertise and not formal authority. Central authority is replaced by
voluntary cooperation and “diplomacy”.
In contrast, politicians have taken little interest in such regional conjunctions. Fredrickson’s
most surprising finding is the absence of political influence. While administrators become
involved in interdependent, joint problem solving; politics in terms of campaigns, elections
and offices remains jurisdictional and less interdependent. Politicians are stuck in old
jurisdictions and incentive systems at the same time that existing borders are becoming less
relevant for problem solving and representation. Many citizens also have little commitment to
the jurisdictions in which they live and work.
A lesson from the Kansas City case is that public administration has successfully adapted to
the new challenges and is de facto representing an inchoate public beyond the boundaries of a
single jurisdiction. Furthermore, the dynamics observed are not forced upon administration by
political authority, competition and market signals, or organizational participation, as
assumed by the three generic accounts of “good administration”. Public sector professionals
cooperate on the basis of a shared professional identity, conceptions of the common good and
codes of appropriate behavior - institutional factors creating dynamics and not stasis, as is
often argued. Politics, on the other hand, exhibit more inertia than administration. In so far as
a new regional polity has developed, it is an administrative polity. Still, non-hierarchical
administrative networks are seen to require the support of hierarchical institutions – they
cannot be “distinctly at odds with” political leaders and jurisdictions.41
The next case supports both observations: that public administration is not a laggard but a key
to understanding inter-jurisdictional cooperation and change, and that there are limits to
autonomous administrative adaptation and innovation in democratic settings.
A QUEST FOR DEMOCRACY BEYOND THE TERRITORIAL STATE. The European Union
is the best example of an administrative development transcending the framework of the
sovereign territorial state and moving towards a post-Westphalian order.42 Up to the Treaty
on European Union (Maastricht 1992) the EU/EC context exhibited several similarities with
the Kansas City metropolitan area: high interdependence among states, more porous national
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borders and reduced salience of formal jurisdictions and erosion of individual state problemsolving capacity. Executive and administrative adaptation and institutionalization, largely
based on functional legitimacy, was far ahead of the integration of legislatures, political
parties, social movements and a common public space. There was fusion of administrations
across levels of government and jurisdictions, for example through a complex committee
system.43
Developments in the EU reflect that the Union has been a meeting ground for a variety of
administrative traditions and schools of thought. In contrast to hypotheses of global or
European convergence on a single superior model, EU-leaders have assumed that member
states can compete in a single market and implement common legislation while organizing
domestic administrations differently. The basic rule has been that member states arrange their
administrative structures as they see fit. Nevertheless, the EU has been torn between the
ideology of national control and the need for uniform implementation of Community law,44
an issue attracting more attention due to the enlargement of the Union. Since 1997 the EU has
coordinated administrative policy and accession policy and the administrative capacity to take
on membership obligations has become an important criterion for membership.45 Candidates
have been urged to develop a professional civil service and build institutional capacity to
implement and enforce laws.46
The EU, unlike the Kansas City metropolitan area, has moved toward formalization and
constitutionalization and the constitution recently drafted by the Convention on the Future of
the Union has established “good administration” as a constitutional right. Good
administration is here seen to require more transparency and better justification of institutions
and policies to citizens. Beyond that, the concept has different meanings to different actors
and the Union has not developed a common, coherent administrative policy.47 The EU is
based on legal integration and continental public law. Hence, bureaucratic organization,
hierarchies and rules are not seen as outmoded.
Nevertheless, markets and networks are also considered important. For example, the “open
method of coordination” has been portrayed as a new mode of EU network governance
featuring voluntary cooperation, benchmarking and soft-law.48 The mix of administrative
ideologies is illustrated when reports from OECD/PUMA (inspired by market economists)
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promotes NPM in the current member states, while reports from OECD/Sigma (inspired by
public law) advise the candidates from Central and Eastern Europe not to copy business
methods and NPM reforms in the West, to give priority to the virtues of weberian
bureaucracy over economy and efficiency and to find their own way.49
The EU has both encouraged administrative change and allowed resilience. Change has taken
place through several parallel processes, from “grand decisions” to incremental modifications
of practice.50 Yet, several factors have discouraged convergence. Member states have been
reluctant to give up control over domestic administrations. Different models have worked
well in parallel and administrations formally organized as bureaucracies have been able to
adapt to new circumstances within existing structural parameters. Significant change in
administrative attention, interaction and resource allocation has occurred without much
change in formal-legal structures.51
A key characteristic of post-Maastricht developments has, however, been the quest for
democratic legitimacy. EU citizens hold high expectations but distrust Union institutions.
Therefore, it is argued, a “democratic deficit” has to be corrected and institutions brought
closer to citizens. Europe “must be returned to politics, to citizens, to public debate”. For the
further development of the Union, efficient aggregation of existing preferences is not enough.
Leaders and citizens have to examine national and institutional belongings and explore a
European spirit and perspective. 52
In general, the more the Union has moved from being a special-purpose organization with
limited tasks, responsibilities and powers and towards a full-blown institutionalized polity,
the more visible the limits of the principle of governance for the people based on functional
legitimacy and indirect democratic legitimacy derived from the member states. The
democratic quality of the Union’s system of governance is seen to depend on direct
democratic legitimacy and a stronger role for citizen-based institutions. Still, while the
Convention has discussed the democratic life of the Union, it has happened with modest
popular involvement. Most citizens have been ignorant about the discussion of the purposes
and foundations of European government.53 And there are warnings against a growing gap
between the reality of leaders who were drinking champagne to celebrate the democratic
achievements of the Convention and those who were serving the champagne.54
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A lesson is that in a multi-level, multi-centered polity such as the EU, the vision of an
administration organized according to a single scheme and serving a single common authority
cannot be upheld.55 As the EU has moved toward an expanded agenda, formal
institutionalization and increased heterogeneity due to enlargement, administrative reform has
been interwoven with constitutional reform. The Union finds itself developing explanations
and justifications for existing institutions and reform proposals. While often legitimized by
EU spokespersons as technical problem-solving and Pareto improvements, in fact institutional
reforms include conflict resolution and the distribution, exercise, control and legitimating of
power.56
As a result, the Union’s problems of both democratic legitimacy and variations among domestic
administrative models have become increasingly evident. The voluntary and subtle Kansas City
model appears to have temporarily masked these problems, but they are problems nonetheless.
Seen together, the two cases raise questions about the conditions under which administrative
reform is a fairly autonomous process and the conditions under which it is overwhelmed by
wider political processes. They also raise questions about where administrative success criteria
and trust in institutions and agents come from and how such beliefs change.

The dynamics of success criteria and trust
Contemporary democracies require institutions that make citizens’ participation effective as
well as institutions that make participation redundant.57 Individual citizens cannot rely solely
on their own direct participation. They have to trust institutions, intermediary organizations
and agents that are supposed to take care of their concerns routinely and with integrity,
inspired by democratic ideals even without their continuous participation. What, then, are the
success criteria and what makes an institution or agent trustworthy in the eyes of citizens?
Clearly, public administration is accountable to many standards and has to balance flexibility
and continuity, innovation and accountability, capacity building and downsizing, functional
efficiency and democratic legitimacy. Here, I attend to the complexity of expectations toward
public administration, cycles of attention and trust in institutions and agents, and long-term
changes in belief-systems about what is a good administration.
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THE COMPLEXITY OF EXPECTATIONS. Trust in institutions and actors tends to reduce the
demand for citizen participation. As a corollary, the more tasks and powers are transferred to
government, the less agreement on tasks, objectives, procedures and rules, and the less trust
in institutions and actors there is, the more likely are demands for representation and
participation, or for a reduction of the public agenda and protection against political
intervention. Consider these two hypotheses: first, the more a single, shared and stable
objective, such as winning a war or improving economic competitiveness, has a privileged
position in a polity, the more likely it is that decision making are left to non-majoritarian,
“guardian” institutions and experts. The criterion of good administration is then based on the
ability to solve problems in terms of shared goals in an efficient and coherent way. Secondly,
where there is agreement on stable rules for coping with enduring conflicts, tasks and
competence are likely to be delegated to non-majoritarian institutions and agents. Hence,
conflicts, and even crises, are dealt with in routine, predictable and acceptable ways.
Much of the time, however, public administration operates in a complex ecology of
institutions, actors, values, beliefs, interests, cleavages and powers that do not provide clear
competences, rules, objectives or incentives. Individual citizens, elected politicians, judges,
experts, organized groups or mass media are likely to hold different and changing - not
coherent and stable - concepts of “good administration”. They are likely to want
administration to serve and be accountable to many, changing, and not necessarily consistent
concerns. For example, administrators may be expected to:
(a) ensure administrative loyalty to the incumbent government, and yet be politically
neutral and loyal to all legitimately elected governments and the principle of
representative government;
(b) be rule-driven and the guardians of the constitution, the rule of law principle and an
impersonal legal arrangement, without ending up in excessive formalism;
(c) be effective policy entrepreneurs taking initiative and getting problems solved but
also be accountable to elected leaders and the people;
(d) act as experts and the users of the best scientific knowledge available - an
administration based on merit, professional competence, loyal to the principle of
enlightened government - but avoid technocracy;
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(e) be cost-conscious managers governed by the principle of economic efficiency,
adapting to changing circumstances and consumer demands, using markets and
price mechanisms, without producing social inequality, exclusion and protest;
(f) protect specific constituencies and the principle that affected parties should be
heard, without giving privileges to strongly organized interests.
CYCLES AND LONG-TERM CHANGES. Each of these expectations is a possible source of
legitimacy as well as criticism and tensions between them are a source of administrative
dynamics.58 For example, political ideologies express trust in, and fear of, different
institutions, actors and resources. They express different views about the desirable power
balance between institutions and whether and how different resources should be regulated.
They have different trust in the common (wo)man and elected representatives, bureaucrats,
judges, experts, leaders of organized interests and business leaders. Some are afraid of
majority based institutions, numbers and majority power. Others are afraid of markets and
monetary power, administrations and bureaucratic and technocratic power, courts and the
power of judges, science-based institutions and expert power, or corporative arrangements
and organizational power. Some want government and administration to be driven by public
opinion while others prefer a more constrained role of (short term variations in) public
opinion.59 Often such convictions are rather unaffected by new empirical evidence.
There are also fairly stable differences across nation states. For example, in the USA there is,
compared to Norway, less willingness to permit government a strong role in the steering of
society.60 Yet, within fairly stable ideological and national differences there are cycles of
attention and trust. There have, for instance, been cycles of confidence in the government’s
ability to direct society for the good of citizens, as well as the desirability of such intervention
– cycles that have impacted and been impacted by changing inter-institutional power
balances.61 Likewise, the neutrality of expert knowledge has been challenged repeatedly,
changing conceptions of the proper relations among public officials, experts, and citizens and
the proper intertwining of expertise and lay judgment.62
Discussion about and struggle over the adequacies and deficiencies of various institutions of
government, and the power balance between them, are core processes in democratic
governing. Throughout history conflicting expectations have been reflected in struggles over
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the size, organization, competences, resources, recruitment and outcomes of public
administration, as well as how relations to other institutions, interest groups and individuals
should be organized. Cycles in attention and trust have been common because a political
order involves a variety of institutions defending different causal and normative beliefs and
interests and because institutions have non-synchronized dynamics, so that imbalances and
collisions are commonplace.63 Due to sequential attention, division of labor and local
rationality,64 different concerns are activated over time and across institutions. Any prescription
based on hegemonic aspirations and the universalization of a single concern is likely to foster
criticism and countervailing forces.
Therefore, what is presented as new trends in a short time perspective often reflects shifting
cycles of attention and prioritization among familiar administrative components. As the mix
of concerns change so do conceptions of good administration and administrators. During periods
of transition conceptions of the exemplary administration are challenged and can be dramatically
redefined. Conventional wisdom becomes heresy. Virtues are turned into vices. Old expertise is
scrapped and new types of knowledge, skills and training are demanded. Trust in institutions
disappears or emerges. Organizational structures, roles and cultures are branded illegitimate and
new ones are legitimized.65
Theorizing public administration then requires an understanding of how balances are struck and
administrations find their place in a political order. Three time frames are relevant. First, under
what conditions do shocks and crisis situations (such as wars, economic collapse, September
11) create enduring changes in belief-systems about what constitute good public administration
– changes in success criteria as well as beliefs in what institutions and agents can be trusted?
Secondly, under what conditions does change follow from long-term interactions in settings
where old borders and institutions, as well as explanations and justifications of citizens’ relations
to institutions are challenged and new ones are evolving?66 Thirdly, are such changes given
long-term direction by modernity? Does modernity, generating a reduced sense of belonging
to specific groups and territories make it more difficult to develop trust in institutions, define
the common good, initiate common projects and accept centralization of power?
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Search for theoretical foundations
It is not obvious that the discipline is up to current challenges. Recently it has been claimed
that we are at a decisive turning point in the history of government and that there is - again - a
double lag where society is ahead of administrative practice and practice is ahead of theory.
Some have observed a dramatic shift in the purposes and methods of government that raises
questions about the scope and nature of public administration as both a profession and an
academic discipline, and forces scholars to rethink the theoretical foundations of the
discipline.67 It has also been argued that the discipline is in an era of competing theories,
confused models, contradictory approaches and a debate “without any settled principles,
methods, or doctrines of public administration”68 Furthermore, the new Handbook of Public
Administration portrays an academic field with clusters of research questions and ideas, yet
with no agreed-upon theory or core set of competing theories.69
Holistic visions such as weberian bureaucracy, New Public Management and network
governance, assume a single dominant model of administrative behavior, organization and
change. They are likely to be of limited help in a world where administrations are involved in
law application, expert advice, service provision, support building and resource mobilization;
where administrators are rule-following bureaucrats but also managers calculating expected
utility and problem-solving servants as well as powerful masters; and where the population
are subjects, civic minded citizens and self-interested customers. Holistic visions are also
likely to encounter problems where administrative arrangements are organizational tools but
also institutions in their own right and exhibit a variety of forms and impacts; and where there
is path dependence as well as path departures and a variety of processes of change, including
endogenous modification of identities and beliefs about what is good public administration.
Generally, such a complex administrative world is unlikely to be understood by research
strategies that start from a single set of universal assumptions about administrative actors,
organization and change. An example is rational choice approaches that interpret the
administrative system as organized around the interaction of a collection of autonomous
individual actors following a logic of consequentiality and pursuing prior preferences by
calculating future outcomes. Institutions then are organizational tools used by leaders to regulate
the behavior of others, and administrative change is structural choice. That is, organizational
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forms are designed instruments, stemming directly from the will and self-interest of identifiable
actors, or dictated by the environmental through processes of competitive selection.70
Another example of universal assumptions is when an administrative system is viewed as a
configuration of formally organized institutions where actors are rule-driven and follow a logic
of appropriateness derived from an identity or role. Legitimate institutions are carriers of
purposes, principles and codes of behavior. They give order to social relations and restrict the
possibilities for a one-sided pursuit of self-interest or biological drives. The development of
meaning is a key process and actors are socialized into culturally defined and institutionalized
purposes to be sought, and modes of appropriate or required procedures for pursuing the
purposes. Institutions are partly autonomous and history is not “efficient” in terms of adapting
institutions rapidly to reform efforts and environmental change. Sudden and radical change is
most likely in situations with performance crises.71
How many, and which, administrative phenomena can be understood on the basis of a priori
assumptions about a single, universal set of behavioral logics, organizational arrangements and
dynamics of change, is an empirical question. If, however, no single set of assumptions is found
to be more fruitful than all the others under all conditions and if different assumptions are not
seen as necessarily mutually exclusive, then theoretically inclined public administration scholars
may join foundational debates in other social sciences. They may resolve public administration
into a limited number of basic behavioral logics, structures and processes. Then they can
examine their variations, shifting significance, scope conditions, prerequisites and interplay,
and they can explore ideas that can reconcile and synthesize different sets of assumptions.72 The
agenda is tall, yet a modest step is to consider three subjects of theory development.
SUBJECTS OF THEORY DEVELOPMENT. First, public administration theory may benefit
from taking into account the observation of a great diversity in human motivation and modes of
action. Actors are driven by habit, emotion, coercion, interpretation of internalized rules and
principles, as well as calculated expected utility and incentive structures. Human character is
variable and changeable, not universal and constant.
For example, New Public Management assumes self-interested, utility maximizing actors.
“Old Public Administration” assumes administrators socialized into an ethos of rule following
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and public service. Actors are, however, constituted both by their interests, by which they
evaluate expected consequences, and by the rules embedded in their identities and institutions.
They try to calculate consequences and follow rules, and the relationship between the two is
often subtle. Therefore, rather than assuming a single dominant behavioral logic, we may
explore behavioral logics as complementary. We may inquire where and how different logics of
actions and a sense of administrative identity and role is developed, lost and redefined. We
may also seek a better understanding of the interrelationship between strategic and rule-driven
action and the conditions under which one logic comes to dominate another.73
Secondly, public administration theory may also benefit from taking into account the observed
diversity of organized settings and types of collectivities and social relationships within which
administrators operate, and their different types of impact. Hierarchies, markets and networks are
commonplace in modern democracies and institutions have a role in coercion, in managing
exchange, in redistribution, in building an administrative culture, and in developing constitutive
structures for the sustenance of civic virtue and democratic politics.74 Institutions provide
opportunity and incentive structures regulating behavior and impacting transaction costs. They
also constitute and transform actors by shaping their identities and mentalities through
deliberation and socialization, and forms of government have historically been assessed
according to their ability to foster the virtue and intelligence of the community.75
When organized settings are seen as interdependent, supplementary and competing,
understanding is not likely to be furthered by a single set of assumptions. The success of one
institution depends on the organization and functioning of a larger configuration of institutions,
differently organized. Furthermore, identification can be a powerful motivator, yet identities
can seldom be decreed from above. A challenge is to understand variations in the capacity
and legitimacy to develop democratic officials and citizens with a sense of community,
civility and common good through differently organized administrative processes.76
Thirdly, public administration theory may provide a better understanding of continuity and
change if, rather than assuming structural choice, it is observed that administrative life
continuously achieves and loses structure through a variety of processes that may interact in
complicated ways. Administrative change is a study in path dependencies as well as path
departures. Authority is achieved, maintained and lost. The basic units are constituted and
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reconstituted, and so are their relationships in terms of integration and disintegration,
formalization and de-formalization, centralization and decentralization, politicization and depoliticization, bureaucratization and de-bureaucratization, professionalization and deprofessionalization.
Change may be driven by functional-instrumental concerns, by a commitment to principles
and by shifting cycles of attention and cycles of trust in institutions and agents. Yet, attempts to
reform public administration implies intervention in large-scale, complex configurations of
institutions with pre-existing identities, structures, internal dynamics and resources and it can
not always be assumed that leaders simply choose structures.77 Change processes include
deliberate design and reform, but also rule-following, learning, diffusion, imitation and
competitive selection. Therefore, a key question is: What is the role of human intention,
reflection and choice in the development of institutions of good government? Under what
conditions, and through what mechanisms, can actors rise above, and get beyond, existing
institutional structures?78 Exploring the latitude of purposeful reform, institutional abilities to
adapt spontaneously to environmental changes and environmental effectiveness in eliminating
sub-optimal institutions requires attention to several dynamics of change, not a commitment to a
single dynamic or mechanism.
HELPING THROUGH COOPERATION. John Gaus was right. Citizens need help. Direct
participation by the people in administrative processes contributes to government for the people
but only under some conditions. Citizens depend on the democratic quality of the institutions and
actors that affect their life chances. They need institutions and agents that act reliably and with
competence and integrity on the basis of agreed-upon, publicly known and fairly stable
principles and rules, standards and objectives.
Gaus was also right arguing that any modern theory of public administration has to be a theory
of politics and, as he implied, any modern theory of politics has also to be a theory of
administration. In democracies, the distinction between administration and politics is as basic to
legitimating administration as the two are difficult to separate in practice. A challenge for the
discipline is to specify the conditions under which various institutions, processes and agents
provide help to citizens.
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Doing so, students of public administration have to recognize that what citizens want from
government, what they are willing to contribute in terms of time and resources, their beliefs
about “good administration” and their trust in institutions and agents, are formed partly
endogenously in administrative processes. In order to effectively help citizens in such a complex
world public administration may have to cooperate more than before beyond specific national
settings and across schools of thought.
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